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Simulator Test Operator Workshop

• Welcome & Logistics

• Introduction of Workshop Attendees

• Schedule:
Wednesday January 15 0800-1700
• Occasional 15 Minute “Coffee Breaks”
• Lunch 1200-1330
Thursday January 16 1030-1300
• Q&A & “Wrap-up”

• Background

• Agenda Overview

Utility
Simulator
Users
Group



Background
Why a Simulator Operator Test Workshop?
Ref: Power Plant Simulators – NRC Perspectives 01/17/17

Increase in simulator fidelity issues, findings, and violation; in 
part, due to decreasing experience levels of simulator staff.

Simulator Modification and Testing
• Alarms observed in plant but not on simulator
• Relief valve failure to close
• Feedwater regulating valve leakage significantly different from 

reference plant
• Four green findings since 2014 on failure to conduct and evaluate 

simulator testing
• One green non-cited violation for failure to retain performance tests



Background
Why a Simulator Operator Test Workshop?
Simulator Fidelity

Seven green and one white violation since 2014:

• Green violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)
• Manual control of reactor pressure using safety relief valves
• Water level swings due to operation of safety relief valves much 

larger than simulator

• Green violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)
• Once through steam generator turbine bypass valve
• **Negative training that challenged orderly shutdown** (not 

reportable event)



Background
Why a Simulator Operator Test Workshop?
Simulator Fidelity
• Green violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)(1)

• Did not model plant response when using main feed regulating 
valves in manual

• Green violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)
• Instruments not modeled correctly
• Control rod drift without the malfunction inserted
• Enthalpy error in moisture separator reheater caused erratic main 

generator output readings



Background
Why a Simulator Operator Test Workshop?
Simulator Fidelity
• Green violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)(1)

• Emergency diesel generator control switch
• Caused equipment inoperability

• Green violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)(1)
• Condensate storage tank level would not lower below 5 feet
• Reactor protection system fuses failure to de-energize



Background
Why a Simulator Operator Test Workshop?
Simulator Fidelity
• Green violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)

• Control rod motor generator sets modeling resulted in control rods 
remaining withdrawn up to two minutes longer than plant design

• Simulator modeled a safety injection with certain ATWS events



Background
Why a Simulator Operator Test Workshop?
Simulator Fidelity
• White violation of 10 CFR 55.46(c)(1)

• Simulator did not model feedwater leakage and resulting reactor 
level response after scram

• Did not provide correct alarm response
• Did not correctly model behavior of startup feedwater regulating 

valve controller



ANS-3.5 Use Statistics
Of all U.S. Nuclear Power Plant Simulation Facilities (2020 
data):

• 12% conduct business to ANS-3.5-1985
• 0% conduct business to ANS-3.5-1993
• 1% conduct business to ANS-3.5-1998
• 87% conduct business to ANS-3.5-2009

Currently, 8 simulation facilities remain on an ANS-3.5 
Standard other than ANS-3.5-2009 (7 on 1985 & 1 on 
1998)



Agenda Overview
• Specific Topics:

• Standard  Organization Background - Section 1.2
• Appendix A - Guideline for Documentation of Simulator Design and 

Test Performance
• Simulator Capabilities - Section 3.1/4.1
• Scope of Simulation (Physical Fidelity/Systems Simulation) -

Section 3.2/4.2
• Simulator Instructor Station Capabilities - Section 3.3/4.3
• Simulator Testing - Section 3.4/4.4
• Incorporation of Simulator Changes - Section 5.3
• Appendix B - Guidelines for the Conduct of Simulator Operability 

Testing
• Appendix C - Examples for Application of the Simulator Steady-

State Tolerance Allowances



Agenda Overview
• For each topic, discuss (as applicable):

• Functional Requirements
• Physical Requirements
• Testing Requirements
• Acceptance Criteria
• Simulator Test Documentation
• Operating Experiences



ANS-3.5-2009 Requirements

1.2 Background

The organization of the standard is such that simulator 
functional and physical requirements described in Sec. 3 
correspond to testing and validation requirements 
described in Sec. 4.

The sub-numbering of Secs. 3 and 4 is consistent so that 
corresponding section paragraphs address the same 
subject matter from a requirements and testing standpoint.



Appendix A

Guideline for Documentation of Simulator Design 
and Test Performance

The purpose of this appendix is to provide an acceptable 
format for demonstration of a simulator’s conformance to 
the requirements of this standard. It is intended that 
documentation be provided to the extent necessary to form 
a sufficient basis for verification of simulator performance, 
configuration control, and maintenance.

NOTE – Notably for Operability Testing & Reactor Core Performance 
Testing in Sections 3 & 4.  Section 5 applies Appendix A to all simulator 
testing. (Section 5 (3))



Appendix A

A.4 Simulator test documentation

The documentation of simulator performance criteria and 
simulator testing should include the following basic 
information:

• the initial condition;
• the perturbations made to induce the transient, such as malfunctions, 

remote functions, or operator actions;
• the responses of pertinent simulator parameters;
• an evaluation and validation of test results (acceptance criteria);
• the update of related documentation.



Test Format Example

Simulator Test

ü initial 
condition

ü perturbations

ü responses of 
parameters

ü evaluation  of 
test results

I           donuts!!



Simulator Capabilities (Section 3.1/4.1)
• Real Time and Repeatability (Sections 3.1.1/4.1.1)
• Limits of Simulation (Sections 3.1.2/4.1.2)
• Steady-state Operation (Sections 3.1.3.1/4.1.3.1)
• Normal Evolutions (Section 3.1.3.2/4.1.3.2)

• unit startup from cold shutdown to rated power conditions;
• unit shutdown from rated power to cold shutdown conditions;
• power operations and load changes;
• operator-conducted surveillance testing on safety related 

equipment or systems.
• Malfunctions (Sections 3.1.4/4.1.4)



Real Time and Repeatability Capability
Functional Requirement
Section 3.1.1

The simulator shall, in a repeatable manner, operate in real 
time while conducting any of the evolutions required by this 
section.



Real Time and Repeatability Capability
Testing Requirement
Section 4.1.1

It shall be demonstrated that the simulator performs 
the capabilities defined in Sec. 3.1, completes execution 
within the designed time interval, and is repeatable.

In addition, it shall be demonstrated that between 
successive simulator tests no noticeable differences exist 
with respect to time base relationships, sequences, 
durations, rates, and accelerations.



Real Time and Repeatability Capability 
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.1.1

• Real Time - simulator completes execution within the 
designed time interval.

• Repeatability - between successive simulator tests no 
noticeable differences exist with respect to time base 
relationships, sequences, durations, rates, and 
accelerations.



Real Time and Repeatability Capability 
Test Documentation
Appendix A

It shall be demonstrated



Real Time and Repeatability Capability 
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

None.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

A real time and repeatability test 
shall be conducted:
1) upon completion of simulator 

initial construction;
2) once per reference unit fuel 

cycle.



Real Time and Repeatability Capability 
Operating Experience



Limits of Simulation Capability
Functional Requirement
Section 3.1.2

Sometimes simplification of mathematical models of physical 
phenomena is necessary to meet real time simulation requirements.

Such simplification can limit the conduct of certain evolutions on the 
simulator. In addition, it is sometimes possible to create events on a 
simulator that progress beyond reference unit design limits. Simulation 
could be inaccurate beyond these limits. Examples of such events 
include primary containment failure and gross core degradation.

To reduce the potential for negative training, automatic or administrative 
controls shall alert the instructor when model parameters reach or 
exceed values indicative of events beyond the implemented simulation 
scope or expected reference unit behavior.



Limits of Simulation Capability
Testing Requirement
Section 4.1.2

It shall be demonstrated that the limits of simulation 
are identified as part of the simulator design database and 
that automatic or administrative means are in place for 
notification to the instructor that the limits of simulation 
have been reached or exceeded.

NOTE - See also Section A.1.3(4)



Limits of Simulation Capability
Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.1.2

• The limits of simulation are identified as part of the 
simulator design database.

• Automatic or administrative means are in place for 
notification to the instructor that the limits of simulation 
have been reached or exceeded.



Limits of Simulation Capability
Test Documentation
Appendix A

It shall be demonstrated…



Limits of Simulation Capability
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

None.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

1) upon initial implementation of limits of simulation;
2) whenever there is a change or modification to the limits 

of simulation.



Limits of Simulation Capability
Operating Experience



Steady-state Operation Capability
Functional Requirement
Section 3.1.3.1

The simulator shall correctly represent the response of the 
reference unit within the operating range for which 
reference unit data is available.



Steady-state Operation Capability
Testing Requirement
Section 4.1.3.1
It shall be demonstrated that the simulator correctly represents the 
response of the reference unit at three different power levels spanning at least 50% of the 
operating range for which reference unit data is available. The simulator power levels at 
which the comparison is performed shall have been attained through continuous 
operation over the power range.

The recorded computed values of the parameters shall be compared with the reference 
unit data and shall be demonstrated to be within the tolerances noted in 4.1.3.1.1 –
4.1.3.1.4 (as applicable to PWR or BWR, respectively). The computed values of 
parameters not itemized in these sections, and considered to be relevant to steady-state 
operation, shall be demonstrated to match reference unit data within 10% of the 
reference unit instrument loop range. In making comparisons between the simulator 
computed values and the reference unit data, an additional deviation may be allowed up 
to the documented value of the reference unit instrument error (Appendix C).

The simulator instrument error shall be no greater than that of the comparable meter, 
recorder, and related instrument system of the reference unit.

NOTE - See also Appendix B Sections B.1.1, B.2.1, & B.3.1



Steady-state Operation Capability
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.1.3.1
The simulator correctly represents the response of the reference unit at three 
different power levels spanning at least 50% of the operating range:

• Recorded computed values are within 1% of the reference unit instrument loop 
range (4.1.3.1.1 / 4.1.3.1.3 as applicable to PWR / BWR).

• Recorded computed values are within 2% of the reference unit instrument loop 
range (4.1.3.1.2 / 4.1.3.1.4 as applicable to PWR / BWR).

• Other recorded computed values relevant to steady-state operation are within 
10% of the reference unit instrument loop range.

BONUS A/C :
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature 

(Section 3.1).

• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Steady-state Operation Capability
Test Documentation
Appendix A

It shall be 
demonstrated…



Steady-state Operation Capability
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

Once per reference unit fuel cycle.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

Steady-state testing shall be conducted: 

1) upon completion of simulator initial construction;
2) once per reference unit fuel cycle.



Steady-state Operation Capability
Operating Experience



Normal Evolutions Capability
Functional Requirement
Section 3.1.3.2
The simulator shall support the following minimum evolutions, 
using only operator action normal to the reference unit, as 
follows:
1) unit startup from cold shutdown to rated power conditions;
2) unit shutdown from rated power to cold shutdown conditions;
3) power operations and load changes;
4) operator-conducted surveillance testing on safety related 

equipment or systems.
For evolutions not listed above, such as reactor core end-of-
cycle coastdown, mid-loop operations, refueling operations, or 
evolutions in which the reactor vessel head is removed, 
conditions may be achieved in a non-continuous manner, and 
mathematical model or initial condition changes are permitted.



Normal Evolutions Capability
Testing Requirement
Section 4.1.3.2

The performance of procedures on the simulator shall be 
compared and demonstrated to represent correctly the 
response of the reference unit at the same power level 
consistent with reference unit procedures and data 
availability.



Normal Evolutions Capability
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.1.3.2

It shall be demonstrated that simulator response during conduct of the 
normal evolutions identified in Sec. 3.1.3.2 meets the following acceptance criteria:

1) be the same as the reference unit startup test procedure acceptance criteria;
2) be the same as the reference unit surveillance procedure acceptance criteria;
3) be the same as the reference unit normal operating procedure acceptance criteria;
4) require that any observable change in simulated parameters corresponds in direction to the change 

expected from actual or best estimate response of the reference unit;
5) require that the simulator shall not fail to cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit 

would have caused an alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances;
6) require that the simulator shall not cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would 

not cause an alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances.

BONUS A/C:
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature (Section 3.1).
• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Normal Evolutions Capability
Test Documentation
Appendix A

It shall be demonstrated…



Normal Evolutions Capability
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

None.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

Normal evolutions shall be conducted: 

1) upon completion of simulator initial construction;
2) once per reference unit fuel cycle for the following 

evolutions:

• unit startup from cold shutdown to rated power conditions;
• unit shutdown from rated power to cold shutdown conditions;
• power operations and load changes.



Normal Evolutions Capability
Operating Experience



Malfunctions Capability
Functional Requirements
Section 3.1.4
The determination of the type and number of malfunctions simulated shall be part of a 
systematic approach to training process for the design of performance-based operator 
training programs. The malfunction selection process should utilize the following 
references:

1) Licensee Event Reports (LERs), Significant Event Reports, and Significant 
Operating Experience Reports;

2) Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) studies;
3) nuclear steam supply system and balance-of-plant manufacturer equipment 

availability and reliability data, as well as technical information service bulletins;
4) local site considerations and reference unit-specific operating experiences;
5) NRC bulletins, circulars, and generic letters;
6) reference unit Safety Analysis Report.

The specific malfunction capability required of the simulator shall meet the requirements 
specified in the reference unit's accredited licensed operator training programs.

The simulator shall include the malfunctions listed in this section.



Malfunctions Capability
Functional Requirements
Section 3.1.4 (con’t)
The simulator shall support the conduct of abnormal, off-normal, and 
emergency events, including simultaneous or sequential malfunctions, to 
demonstrate inherent reference unit response and automatic control functions. 
Where operator actions vary based on severity of the event, the simulator shall 
have adjustable malfunction severity of a sufficient range to represent the 
potential reference unit conditions.

The simulator shall support consequential failures of systems and equipment 
due to operator action or malfunction of supporting systems where supported 
by a training needs assessment.

The response of the simulator shall be compared to actual reference unit 
response or best estimate unit response, as required by Sec. 4, “Testing 
Requirements.” The simulator shall support operator actions to recover from or 
mitigate the consequences of malfunctions. The scope of simulation shall be 
such that a stable, controllable, and safe condition is attained, which can be 
continued either to cold shutdown conditions or until the limits of simulation are 
reached (Sec. 3.1.2).



Malfunctions Capability
Testing Requirements
Section 4.1.4

It shall be demonstrated that simulator response during 
the conduct of the malfunctions required by Sec. 3.1.4 
meets the following acceptance criteria:



Malfunctions Capability
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.1.4
1) The simulator allows the use of applicable reference unit procedures;
2) Any observable change in simulated parameters corresponds in direction to the change 

expected from actual or best estimate response of the reference unit to the malfunction;

NOTE - Alarms and automatic actions verified shall be limited to those determined to be directly 
related to the malfunction tested.

3) The simulator shall not fail to cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit 
would have caused an alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances;

NOTE - The following criteria shall be limited to certain select annunciators and automatic 
actions in specific test procedures, as specified by a subject matter expert.

4) The simulator shall not cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would not 
cause an alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances.

BONUS A/C:
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature (Section 3.1).
• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Malfunctions Capability
Test Documentation
Section 4.4.2

A record of the conduct of this 
test, the test's results, and the 
test's evaluation shall be 
maintained.

NOTE:
See also Section A.1.3(2)



Malfunctions Capability
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

None.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

A malfunction test shall be conducted:

1) upon initial implementation of a malfunction;
2) whenever there is a change or modification to a 

malfunction.



Malfunctions Capability
Operating Experience



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity and Simulated 
Systems (Section 3.2/4.2)

• Physical Fidelity & Human Factors (Sections 
3.2.1/4.2.1)

• Simulated Systems (Sections 3.2.2/4.2.2)



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Physical Requirement
Section 3.2.1.1 Scope of Panel Simulation
The simulator shall include those panels, consoles, and 
operating stations required to provide the controls, 
instrumentation, alarms, and other human-system 
interfaces used by operators in the reference unit to 
conduct the normal evolutions of Sec. 3.1.3.2 and respond 
to the malfunctions of Sec. 3.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Testing Requirement
Section 4.2.1.1 Scope of Panel Simulation

A comparison shall be performed to demonstrate that 
panels, consoles, and operating stations that are simulated 
as required by Sec. 3.2.1.1 replicate the size, shape, color, 
and configuration of those of the reference unit; that 
noticeable differences are corrected or that a training 
needs assessment has been conducted in accordance with 
the criteria provided by Sec. 4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.2.1.1 Scope of Panel Simulation
• Panels, consoles, and operating stations replicate the 

size, shape, color, and configuration of those of the 
reference unit.

• Noticeable differences are corrected or a training needs 
assessment has been conducted in accordance with the 
criteria provided by Sec. 4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Physical Requirement
Section 3.2.1.2 Instrumentation, controls, 
markings, and operator aids

The simulator panels, consoles, and operating stations 
shall include instrumentation, controls, markings, operator 
aids, and other components or displays that are used 
during normal, abnormal, off-normal, and emergency 
evolutions (see bulleted list).



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Testing Requirement
Section 4.2.1.2 Instrumentation, controls, 
markings, and operator aids
A comparison shall be performed to demonstrate that instrumentation, 
controls, markings, and operator aids that are on panels, consoles, and 
operating stations, which are simulated in accordance with Sec. 
3.2.1.2, replicate the size, shape, color, configuration, feel, and 
dynamic functioning of those of the reference unit. Components located 
on simulated panels but not used by the operator during training may 
be visually simulated hardware.
It shall be demonstrated that information is displayed to the 
operator in the same format and engineering units as in the reference 
unit control room.
It shall be demonstrated that noticeable differences are 
corrected or that a training needs assessment has been conducted in 
accordance with the criteria provided by Sec. 4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.2.1.2
• Instrumentation, controls, markings, and operator aids that are on 

panels, consoles, and operating stations, which are simulated in 
accordance with Sec. 3.2.1.2, replicate the size, shape, color, 
configuration, feel, and dynamic functioning of those of the reference 
unit.

• Information displayed to the operator is in the same format and 
engineering units as in the reference unit control room.

• Noticeable differences are corrected or a training needs assessment 
has been conducted in accordance with the criteria provided by Sec. 
4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Physical Requirement
Section 3.2.1.3 Control Room Environment
The reference unit control room environmental features that support 
normal, abnormal, off-normal, and emergency evolutions shall be 
simulated. Communication systems that an operator would use to 
direct remote reference unit activities shall be operational at least to 
the extent that the instructor, when performing these activities, is 
able to communicate over the appropriate operator's communication 
system. 
The following items shall be considered:
• floor plan;
• lighting characteristics;
• communications;
• furnishings;
• general appearance;
• audible cues;
• obstructions.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Testing Requirement
Section 4.2.1.3

A comparison shall be performed to demonstrate that the 
simulator control room environment replicates the 
reference unit control room in accordance with Sec. 
3.2.1.3.

It shall be demonstrated that noticeable differences 
are corrected or that a training needs assessment has 
been conducted in accordance with the criteria provided by 
Sec. 4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.2.1.3

• The simulator control room environment replicates the 
reference unit control room in accordance with Sec. 
3.2.1.3.

• Noticeable differences are corrected or a training needs 
assessment has been conducted in accordance with the 
criteria provided by Sec. 4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Test Documentation
Appendix A

It shall be demonstrated…



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Physical Requirement
Section 3.2.1.4 Simulator Control Room Deviations

Where physical fidelity and human factors deviations exist 
between the reference unit and the simulator, such 
deviations may remain if a training needs assessment is 
performed in accordance with Sec. 4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Testing Requirement
Section 4.2.1.4 Assessment of Deviations
A training needs assessment shall be performed for each identified deviation or 
noticeable difference. Deviations and noticeable differences that do not impact the 
actions to be taken by the operator or do not detract from training are acceptable.

The following parameters should be evaluated to determine if the deviation or 
noticeable difference has an impact on the actions to be taken by the operators:
1) the human-system interface required for normal, abnormal, or emergency 

procedures;
2) the differences in performing the task on the simulator versus performing the 

task in the reference unit control room;
3) the differences in operator cues, auditory and visual information presented to 

the operator, and the critical decisions and actions required of the operator;
4) the function of the equipment and the potential for impacting reference unit 

safety, tripping the reference unit, or damaging reference unit equipment;
5) the differences required by the team response to normal, abnormal, or 

emergency actions;
6) review of operational experience to identify the potential for operator error or the 

necessity for reinforcement of the skills required for the task.



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Testing Documentation
Section 4.2.1.4

It shall be demonstrated…



Scope of Simulation - Physical Fidelity
Frequency of Test
ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

None.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

A comparison between the simulator and the reference unit 
control room shall be performed:

1) upon completion of simulator initial construction;
2) once every four years.



Scope of Simulation – Simulated Systems
Functional Requirement
Section 3.2.2.1 Systems Controlled or Monitored 
from the Control Room
The scope of simulation shall include systems of the 
reference unit to the extent necessary to allow the operator 
to perform the normal evolutions described in Sec. 3.1.3.2 
and respond to the malfunctions described in Sec. 3.1.4. 

These systems shall be complete to the extent that the 
operator can perform these control manipulations and 
observe simulated unit response as in the reference unit. 

The scope of simulation shall include system interactions 
with other simulated systems to provide a total integrated 
unit response.



Scope of Simulation – Simulated Systems
Testing Requirement
Section 4.2.2.1

It shall be demonstrated that the systems of the 
reference unit that are within the scope of simulation are 
adequate to perform the normal evolutions required by Sec. 
3.1.3.2 and the malfunctions required by Sec. 3.1.4.
It shall be demonstrated that the scope of simulation 
includes system interactions with other simulated systems 
so as to provide a total integrated unit response.
It shall be demonstrated that deviations are 
corrected or that a training needs assessment has been 
conducted in accordance with the criteria provided by Sec. 
4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation - Simulated Systems
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.2.2.1

• Systems of the reference unit are adequate to perform the 
normal evolutions required by Sec. 3.1.3.2 and the 
malfunctions required by Sec. 3.1.4.

• System interactions with other simulated systems provide 
a total integrated unit response.

• Deviations are corrected or a training needs assessment 
has been conducted in accordance with the criteria 
provided by Sec. 4.2.1.4.



Scope of Simulation – Simulated Systems
Functional Requirement
Section 3.2.2.2 Systems Controlled or Monitored 
External to the Control Room

The scope of simulation shall include the systems that are 
operated or monitored external to the control room that are 
necessary to perform the normal evolutions described in 
Sec. 3.1.3.2 and to respond to malfunctions described in 
Sec. 3.1.4. The operator shall be able to interface with the 
remote activity in a manner similar to the reference unit.



Scope of Simulation - Simulated Systems
Testing Requirement
Section 4.2.2.2

It shall be demonstrated that systems operated or 
monitored external to the control room, and necessary to 
perform the normal evolutions required by Sec. 3.1.3.2 and 
the malfunctions required by Sec. 3.1.4, are simulated.
It shall be demonstrated that the operator is able to 
interface with the remote activity in a similar manner as in 
the reference unit.
It shall be demonstrated that deviations are 
corrected or that a training needs assessment has been 
conducted in accordance with the criteria provided by Sec. 
4.2.1.4.



Simulator Instructor Station Capabilities 
(Section 3.3/4.3)
• Initial Conditions (Sections 3.3.1/4.3.1)
• Malfunctions (Sections 3.3.2/4.3.2)
• Other Features (Sections 3.3.3/4.3.3)
• Local Operator Actions (Sections 3.3.4/4.3.4)
• Data Collection (Sections 3.3.5/4.3.5)



Initial Conditions 
Functional Requirement
Section 3.3.1
• The simulator shall include storage capacity for a 

sufficient number of initial conditions to support the 
evolutions identified in Sec. 3.1.3.

• A set of initial conditions that support the operator training 
and examination program shall be identified and 
administratively controlled. This set shall provide a variety 
of the reference unit operating conditions that encompass 
various power operating conditions, major evolutions 
during startup and shutdown, effects of different times 
during the core life cycle, and fission product poison 
concentrations.



Initial Conditions
Testing Requirement
Section 4.3.1

It shall be demonstrated that the simulator has 
sufficient capacity for storing various initial conditions to 
support the operator training and examination program. 
Initial conditions shall be representative of reference unit 
conditions and shall be administratively controlled.

NOTE - See also Section A.1.3(1)



Initial Conditions
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.3.1

• The simulator has sufficient capacity for storing various 
initial conditions to support the operator training and 
examination program.

• Initial conditions shall be representative of reference unit 
conditions and shall be administratively controlled.



Malfunctions
Functional Requirements
Section 3.3.2

• The simulator shall be capable of initiating the 
malfunctions required in Sec. 3.1.4 and as required by the 
accredited licensed operator training program.

• The simulator shall include the capability to initiate and, 
as appropriate, terminate single, simultaneous, or 
sequential malfunctions. Event-triggered, as well as time-
triggered, malfunction initiation should be included. 
Provisions shall be made for incorporating additional 
malfunctions.



Malfunctions
Testing Requirements
Section 4.3.2

It shall be demonstrated that the capability exists as 
required in Sec. 3.3.2. The initiation of malfunctions shall 
not alert the operators to pending events other than by 
indications that would occur in the reference unit.



Other Features
Functional Requirements
Section 3.3.3
• The simulator shall include freeze, run, snapshot, backtrack, 

control room panel hardware override, and initial condition 
reset.

• Other features, such as replay, slow time, fast time, component 
failure capabilities, operator performance monitoring, 
monitoring of parameters, and plotting capabilities, should be 
included.

• For stimulated components that store historical data or whose 
performance is dependent on history, requirements for freeze, 
run, initial condition reset, snapshot, and backtrack shall be 
included.



Other Features
Testing Requirements
Section 4.3.3

• It shall be demonstrated that the simulator includes 
features specified in Sec. 3.3.3. The implementation of 
simulator control features shall not alert the operator to 
pending events other than those features that cause 
departure from real time execution of the models or 
notification of reaching a limit of simulation.

• For a stimulated component it shall be documented that 
noticeable differences have been defined and that a 
training needs assessment has been performed in 
accordance with Sec. 4.2.1.4.

NOTE - See also Section A.1.3(5)



Local Operator Actions
Functional Requirement
Section 3.3.4
The simulator shall permit the instructor to act in the capacity of 
individuals performing local actions external to the control room in 
support of Secs. 3.1.3 and 3.1.4.

Examples of local actions to be supported include changing the position 
of valves, circuit breakers, or other locally operated equipment.

Other features may be implemented to enhance the instructor’s control 
over the simulation of the reference unit’s external environment (e.g., 
air temperature and circulating water temperature).

For multi-unit plants, and where not otherwise provided, the instructor 
shall have the capability to control common resources, such as steam, 
air, and electrical power, available from the other unit or units that 
impact operator response on the reference unit.



Local Operator Actions
Testing Requirement
Section 4.3.4

It shall be demonstrated that the capability exists to 
reproduce the local operator actions required by Sec. 3.3.4 
and the accredited licensed operator training program. The 
introduction of the local operator action shall not alert the 
operators to pending events other than by indications that 
would occur in the reference unit.
It shall be demonstrated that the simulator permits 
the instructor to act in the capacity of the individuals 
performing local operations external to the control room, as 
required by Sec. 3.3.4.



Local Operator Actions
Acceptance Criteria
• The capability exists to reproduce the local operator 

actions required by Sec. 3.3.4 and the accredited licensed 
operator training program.  The introduction of the local 
operator action does not alert the operators to pending 
events other than by indications that would occur in the 
reference unit.

• The simulator permits the instructor to act in the capacity 
of the individuals performing local operations external to 
the control room, as required by Sec. 3.3.4.

BONUS A/C:
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of 

nature (Section 3.1).
• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 

4.1.1).



Local Operator Actions
Test Documentation
Appendix A

It shall be demonstrated…

NOTE - See also Section A.1.3(3)



Simulator Instructor Station Capabilities
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

None.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

An instructor station capability test shall be conducted:

1) upon initial implementation of a simulator instructor station 
capability;

2) whenever there is a change or modification to an instructor station 
capability.



Data Collection
Functional Requirement
Section 3.3.5

• The simulator shall have the capability to capture selected 
simulated parameters electronically and to provide hard 
copy data of these parameters in the form of either plots 
or printouts.

• Data collection capability shall provide sufficient 
parametric and time resolution to allow determination of 
compliance with the testing criteria of Sec. 4, “Testing 
Requirements.”



Data Collection
Testing Requirement
Section 4.3.5

It shall be demonstrated that the capability exists to 
electronically capture selected simulated parameters, 
provide hard copy data of these parameters in the form of 
either plots or printouts, and provide sufficient parametric 
and time resolution to allow determination of compliance 
with the testing criteria of Sec. 4, “Testing Requirements.”



Simulator Testing (Section 3.4/4.4)
Functional Requirement (Section 3.4)
Verification, validation, and performance testing shall be performed to ensure 
that no noticeable differences exist between the simulator control room or 
simulated systems when evaluated against the control room or systems of the 
reference unit.

Testing Requirement (Section 4.4)
It shall be demonstrated that verification, validation, and performance 
testing are performed to ensure that no noticeable differences exist between 
the simulator control room or simulated systems when evaluated against the 
control room or systems of the reference unit.

• Simulator Verification Testing (Section 3.4.1/4.4.1)
• Simulator Validation Testing (Section 3.4.2/4.4.2)
• Simulator Performance Testing (Section 3.4.3/4.4.3)



Simulator Verification Testing
Functional Requirement
Section 3.4.1

Simulator verification testing is a form of software 
development testing. Simulator verification testing shall be 
conducted by comparison of simulated component or 
system software design to the original requirements to 
ensure that each step in the software development process 
completely incorporates all requirements of the previous 
step.



Simulator Verification Testing
Testing Requirement
Section 4.4.1
It shall be demonstrated that simulator verification testing is performed 
prior to initially integrating new or modified software with the remainder of the software 
used for operator training and examination. The extent and nature of the testing 
performed shall be based on the design of the software and its effects on simulator 
fidelity. Modifications to software may be tested in a nonintegrated environment on a 
computer system other than the simulator.

It shall be demonstrated that simulator verification testing is performed as 
part of the initial structured software design and development process and when changes 
or modifications are made to any of the following:

• computer platforms;
• operating systems and run-time utilities;
• interface systems;
• instructor stations;
• models.

Each simulation support organization should ensure that the necessary software design 
documentation is generated and updated.



Simulator Verification Testing
Test Documentation
Section 4.4.1

Necessary software design documentation is generated 
and updated.



Simulator Verification Testing
Operating Experience



Simulator Validation Testing
Functional Requirement
Section 3.4.2

Simulator validation testing is a form of software 
development testing. Simulator validation testing shall be 
conducted by comparison of simulated component or 
system test results against actual or predicted reference 
unit performance data in a stand-alone or integrated 
fashion.



Simulator Validation Testing
Testing Requirement
Section 4.4.2
It shall be demonstrated that simulator validation testing is performed by 
comparison of simulator model results to actual or predicted reference unit data as 
defined by Sec. 3, “General Requirements.” Sec. 4, “Testing Requirements,” provides the 
criteria to ensure these requirements are met. Simulator validation testing may be 
conducted in a fully integrated, partially integrated, or stand-alone mode of system 
operation. Each simulation support organization shall ensure that the validation test 
documentation is generated. The order of preference for data comparison shall be as 
stated in Sec. 5.1.1.  A record of the conduct of this test, the test's results, and the test's 
evaluation shall be maintained.

Validation tests shall be conducted prior to the simulator's use in training and examination 
for the following situations:

1) completion of simulator initial construction;
2) whenever models are changed or modified in a way that potentially affects fidelity 

relative to the reference unit;
3) whenever there are changes that have the potential to affect simulator capabilities 

or repeatability, including changes to computer platforms, operating systems and 
run-time utilities, interface systems, or instructor stations.



Simulator Validation Testing
Utilization of Baseline Data
Section 5.1.1

Because multiple sources of baseline data are available, the order of preference to 
ensure simulator fidelity shall be as follows:

1) data collected directly from the reference unit;
2) data generated through engineering analysis with a sound theoretical basis;
3) data collected from a plant that is similar in design and operation to the 

reference unit;
4) data from subject matter expert estimates;
5) other data sources.

For those instances where data are collected from sources other than the reference 
unit, the data source shall be specifically identified and shown to be applicable to 
the simulator.

(USUG Transient Benchmarks) https://www.usug.org/members/pdf/BWRBenchmarkTransientsRev4.pdf

https://www.usug.org/members/pdf/BWRBenchmarkTransientsRev4.pdf


Simulator Validation Testing
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.4.2

Will vary; dependent on type of test conducted.



Simulator Validation Testing
Test Documentation
Section 4.4.2

A record of the conduct of 
this test, the test's results, 
and the test's evaluation shall 
be maintained.



Simulator Validation Testing
Operating Experience



Simulator Performance Testing
(Sections 3.4.3/4.4.3)
Simulator performance testing comprises:
• Operability Testing (Sections 3.4.3.1/4.4.3.1)

• Steady-state Performance Tests
• Transient Performance Tests

• Scenario-based Testing (Section 3.4.3.2/4.4.3.2)
• Reactor Core Performance Testing (Section 

3.4.3.3/4.4.3.3)
• Post-event Simulator Testing (Section 3.4.3.4/4.4.3.4)

Simulator performance testing shall be performed in a fully 
integrated mode of operation.



Simulator Operability Testing
Functional Requirement - Simulator Steady-state Test
Section 3.4.3.1

Simulator operability testing shall be conducted to confirm 
overall simulator model completeness and integration by 
testing the following:
1) simulator steady-state performance;

NOTE:
Appendix B provides examples of acceptable simulator operability 
tests.



Simulator Operability Testing
Testing Requirement - Simulator Steady-state Test
Section 4.4.3.1

A simulator operability test shall be conducted once per 
reference unit fuel cycle by testing the following:
1) simulator steady-state performance;

NOTE:
Appendix B provides examples of acceptable simulator operability 
tests.



Simulator Operability Testing
Test Acceptance Criteria - Simulator Steady-state Test
Appendix B refers back to Section 4.1.3.1
The simulator correctly represents the response of the reference unit at three different power 
levels spanning at least 50% of the operating range:

• Recorded computed values are within 1% of the reference unit instrument loop range 
(4.1.3.1.1 / 4.1.3.1.3 as applicable to PWR / BWR).

• Recorded computed values are within 2% of the reference unit instrument loop range 
(4.1.3.1.2 / 4.1.3.1.4 as applicable to PWR / BWR).

• Other recorded computed values relevant to steady-state operation are within 10% of the 
reference unit instrument loop range.

BONUS A/C:
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature (Section 

3.1).
• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Simulator Operability Testing
Test Documentation - Simulator Steady-state Test 
Section 4.4.3.1

A record of the conduct of this test 
and its evaluation shall be 
maintained.

NOTE:
Appendix A provides examples of 
acceptable simulator performance test 
documentation.



Simulator Operability Testing
Frequency of Test - Simulator Steady-state Test 

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

Once per reference unit fuel cycle.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

Steady-state testing shall be conducted: 

1) upon completion of simulator initial construction;
2) once per reference unit fuel cycle.



Simulator Operability Testing
Operating Experience – Simulator Steady-state Test 



Simulator Operability Testing
Functional Requirement - Transient Performance Tests
Section 3.4.3.1

Simulator operability testing shall be conducted to confirm 
overall simulator model completeness and integration by 
testing the following:
2) simulator transient performance for a benchmark set of 

transients.

NOTE:
Appendix B provides examples of acceptable simulator operability 
tests.



Simulator Operability Testing
Testing Requirement - Transient Performance Tests
Section 4.4.3.1
A simulator operability test shall be conducted once per 
reference unit fuel cycle by testing the following:
2) simulator transient performance for a benchmark set of 

transients.

NOTE:
Appendix B provides examples of acceptable simulator operability 
tests.



Simulator Operability Testing
Test Acceptance Criteria - Transient Performance Tests
Appendix B refers back to Section 4.1.4
1) The simulator allows the use of applicable reference unit procedures;
2) Any observable change in simulated parameters corresponds in direction to the change expected 

from actual or best estimate response of the reference unit to the malfunction;

NOTE - Alarms and automatic actions verified shall be limited to those determined to be directly related 
to the malfunction tested.

3) The simulator shall not fail to cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would have 
caused an alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances;

NOTE - The following criteria shall be limited to certain select annunciators and automatic actions in 
specific test procedures, as specified by a subject matter expert.

4) The simulator shall not cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would not cause an 
alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances.

BONUS A/C:
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature (Section 3.1).
• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Simulator Operability Testing
Test Documentation - Transient Performance Tests
Section 4.4.3.1

A record of the conduct of this 
test and its evaluation shall be 
maintained.

NOTE:
Appendix A provides examples of 
acceptable simulator performance 
test documentation.



Simulator Operability Testing
Frequency of Test - Transient Performance Tests

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

Once per reference unit fuel cycle.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

Transient testing shall be conducted: 

1) upon completion of simulator initial construction;
2) once per reference unit fuel cycle.



Simulator Operability Testing
Operating Experience - Transient Performance Tests

Simulator Transient Performance Tests (OE24570)
Prairie Island
During review of the 2006 simulator transient performance tests, it was 
determined that the data collection rate (time resolution) for the tests did not 
comply with the requirements of the ANSI standard. During the review of the 
2006 simulator transient performance tests in preparation for Simulator Testing 
Review Board approval, it was determined that the data for the 2006 tests was 
collected at one-second intervals. Subsequent review of the test data from 
2004 and 2005 determined that for some of the tests, data was collected at 
one-second intervals as well (6 of 10 in 2004, 1 of 10 in 2005).

The programmatic procedure used at Prairie Island for Simulator Testing and 
Documentation will be revised to include the time resolution requirement as 
part of the table identifying the details for transient performance tests. Each 
individual transient test procedure will be revised to specify the time resolution 
requirement. All transient tests will be performed in 2007 with data collected at 
one-half second intervals and upon satisfactory completion.



Simulator Operability Testing
Operating Experience - Transient Performance Tests
Potential Inadequacy of Simulator Testing - Hope Creek
Inspection Report No. 05000272/2004007; 05000311/2004007; 
05000354/2004007

The inspectors identified that simulator performance testing on the Salem 
simulator did not meet the standards as specified in ANSI/ANS-3.5-1993 in 
that: (1) “best estimate” data for the simulator testing was not used; (2) some (4 
of the 11 required) annual simulator transient tests were not performed and; (3) 
simulator test documentation did not include an evaluation and validation of test 
results.

The inspectors identified that simulator performance testing on the Hope Creek 
simulator did not meet the standards as specified in ANSI/ANS-3.5-1993 in 
that: (1) “best estimate” data for the simulator testing was not used; (2) a 
required annual simulator transient test was not performed, and; (3) simulator 
test documentation did not include an evaluation and validation of test results.



Simulator Operability Testing
Operating Experience - Transient Performance Tests
Potential Inadequacy of Simulator Testing - Hope Creek
Inspection Report No. 05000272/2004007; 05000311/2004007; 
05000354/2004007
PSEG compared the current year simulator transient test data to the previous year 
simulator transient test data rather than to “best estimate” data.  PSEG did not perform 
any comparison of current year’s data to actual or predicted plant performance. 
Comparison of test data to previous test data can highlight differences in simulator 
performance year-to-year for the purposes of revealing unanticipated effects of recent 
modeling changes. However, small changes in simulator performance over several years 
could lead to unacceptable differences in performance between the simulator and the 
expected reference unit response. Proper verification of simulator fidelity is not assured 
without direct comparison of simulator transient test data to the reference unit best 
estimate.

ANSI/ANS 3.5-1993 Appendix A states that simulator test documentation should include 
an evaluation and validation of test results. Contrary to this standard, PSEG has not been 
documenting an evaluation or validation of test results for the annual transient tests. If 
any problems are noted during a transient test, simulator staff generate a deficiency 
report (referred to as a SAR) to track resolution of the issue. This constitutes the only 
documentation that an evaluation of test results has been performed.



Simulator Scenario-based Testing 
Functional Requirement 
Section 3.4.3.2
Scenario-based testing shall be conducted to ensure the simulator is 
capable of producing the expected reference unit response to satisfy 
predetermined learning or examination objectives by utilizing the 
existing training and examination scenario validation process.

At a minimum, the following types of simulator scenarios shall undergo 
scenario-based testing:
1) NRC Initial License Examination scenarios;
2) Licensed Operator Requalification annual examination scenarios;
3) scenarios used for reactivity control manipulation experience.

Additional scenario-based testing should be considered for other 
operator training scenarios.



Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Testing Requirement 
Section 4.4.3.2
The intent of scenario-based testing is to ensure the simulator is 
capable of producing the expected reference unit response to 
satisfy predetermined learning or examination objectives by 
utilizing the existing training and examination scenario validation 
process to ensure the following:

1) The scenario meets the predetermined learning or 
examination objectives and includes the appropriate 
instructor interfaces, operator actions, and operator cues;

2) The simulator is capable of producing the expected 
reference unit response without significant performance 
discrepancies, or deviation from an approved scenario 
sequence.



Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Test Acceptance Criteria 
Section 4.4.3.2
Test data shall be acquired during scenario validation for subsequent 
evaluation of malfunctions, local operator actions, and other features 
exercised by the scenario. Evaluation of the test data shall consider the 
following:

1) The simulator allows the use of applicable reference unit procedures;

2) Any observable change in simulated parameters corresponds in 
direction to the change expected from actual or best estimate 
response of the reference unit to the malfunction;

3) The simulator shall not fail to cause an alarm or automatic action if the 
reference unit would have caused an alarm or automatic action under 
identical circumstances;

4) The simulator shall not cause an alarm or automatic action if the 
reference unit would not cause an alarm or automatic action under 
identical circumstances.



Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Test Documentation 
Section 4.4.3.2
Results of this evaluation shall be documented and include the following:

1) the initial conditions, description of the scenario, and perturbations 
used to induce the transient;

2) positive demonstration or, alternatively, an assertion that the learning 
or examination objectives were met;

3) listing of key parameters checked and assertion that there were no 
unexpected changes;

4) listing of key alarms and key automatic actions occurring and assertion 
that they would be expected for the scenario;

5) assertion that no unexpected alarms and automatic actions occurred.

During scenario validation, an affirmation of simulator performance is 
documented through completion of a checklist such as that provided in
NEI 09-09 Rev. 1  Attachment 1.



Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Frequency of Test (NEI 09-09 Rev. 1)

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

At a minimum, the following types of simulator scenarios shall undergo 
scenario-based testing:

1) NRC Initial License Examination scenarios;
2) Licensed Operator Requalification annual examination scenarios;
3) scenarios used for reactivity control manipulation experience.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

No change; same frequency!



SBT – Limited Scope
NEI 09-09 NRR/NEI/LOFG Coordination Effort
NOTE - Rev 0 issued April 2009; Rev 1 issued December 2009 following release of ANS-
3.5-2009 in September 2009

Limited the scope of simulator SBT scenarios that fall under ANSI/ANS-3.5-1998 to:

• NRC initial license examination scenarios,
• NRC annual re-qualification examination scenarios, and
• Facility licensee scenarios utilized for license candidate reactivity control manipulation 

credit.

It is encouraged that other scenarios, such as those used for licensed operator continuing 
training and examination and initial licensed operator periodic and audit exams, be 
considered for SBT prior to use as well.

NOTE - Previous certification of completed simulator malfunction performance tests and 
results through Form NRC-474, “Simulation Facility Certification,” submittals is sufficient 
evidence that the required malfunction testing has been conducted at least once within 
the life of the simulator as referenced in NEI-09-09, Revision 1, Section 2, 
Recommendation Number 4. (RG 1.149 Rev. 4)



Simulator Scenario-based Testing
NEI 09-09 Revision 1 
Why do we need NEI 09-09?
• ANSI/ANS-3.5-2009 outlines the concept of scenario based testing but 

does not describe in detail a process by which this method of simulator 
performance testing is conducted, evaluated and documented.

• Key to the SBT Methodology is parallel testing and evaluation of 
simulator performance while instructors validate simulator training and 
evaluation scenarios (it is not intended that SBT be a post-scenario 
evaluation of collected data, but rather a real-time evaluation process).

• NEI 09-09 serves as the means for the industry to recognize a 
recommended and standard process for the conduct, performance and 
documentation of SBT.

The NRC accepts and endorses NEI 09-09 as an acceptable method for 
an equitable and consistent approach and methodology for the conduct 
and documentation of SBT, as described in ANSI/ANS-3.5-2009. (RG 
1.149 Rev. 4)



Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Use of Previously conducted SBTs 
Ref: SECY 2001-0125

Q: We assume, if all scenarios are currently approved, that 
a complete revalidation is not required.

A: A complete "revalidation" of any given scenario may or 
may not be needed, depending on the acceptance criteria 
for the scenario.



Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Use of Previously conducted SBTs 
Ref: Follow-Up Q&A from MANTG/NRC Conference 
Interactions Related to Simulator Fidelity and Testing 
(August 25-26, 2003 and February 12, 2004)
https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operator-licensing/op-licensing-files/simulator-faqs.pdf

Q: What is the periodicity for SBT?

A: SBT periodicity is not specifically addressed by the regulations but can be 
reasonably inferred “when needed” periodicity.

In regards to Section 4.4.3.2, a performance test which evaluates the 
performance of the simulator as compared to actual or predicted reference 
plant response must have been satisfactorily conducted for each scenario used 
for operator training or examination.  A scenario-based test, once properly 
conducted with satisfactory results, need not be repeated provided nothing has 
changed (in the plant, simulator, or operating procedures) that could alter the 
results of the performance test.

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operator-licensing/op-licensing-files/simulator-faqs.pdf


Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Use of Previously conducted SBTs 
Ref: Operator Licensing Program Feedback
Simulation Facilities; Continued Assurance of Simulator 
Scope, Fidelity, and Testing

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operator-licensing/prog-feedback.html

Q: What is the periodicity for SBT?

A: SBT periodicity is not specifically addressed by the regulations or the 
industry’s adopted standard ANSI/ANS-3.5-2009. Simulator scenario based 
tests (SBT) are uniquely developed as NRC operating tests (or in the case for 
which a scenario is developed for performing control manipulations that affect 
reactivity to establish eligibility for an operator’s license). That said, periodicity 
for a specific SBT per se is not appropriate since that SBT may or may not be 
used again in the future. However, should the specific SBT be used again 
(without alteration or modification), the expectation is that the specific SBT 
undergo performance testing again before it is used again to ensure that fidelity 
has not changed since the last time it was performed.

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operator-licensing/prog-feedback.html


Simulator Scenario-based Testing
The “Robinson” Demonstration
A video demonstrating the SBT process was produced by the 
H.B. Robinson Nuclear Power Plant Training Department and 
presented to the USUG on February 21, 2007.

See this video demonstration at 
https://www.usug.org/members/sbtesting.asp.

https://www.usug.org/members/sbtesting.asp


Simulator Scenario-based Testing
Operating Experience 



Reactor Core Performance Testing
Functional Requirement
Section 3.4.3.3

Simulator reactor core performance testing shall be 
conducted to confirm that the simulator nuclear and 
thermal-hydraulic models replicate the reference unit core 
response within the scope of simulation.

NOTE - The term “replicate” in 10CFR55.46 (c)(2)(i) is 
clarified in SECY 2001-0125; the term “replicate” means 
that the plant-referenced simulator’s nuclear and thermal-
hydraulics models operate within the tolerances specified in 
Section 4.1.3 "Steady-State and Normal Evolutions" of the 
ANS-3.5-1998 Standard.



Reactor Core Performance Testing
Testing Requirement
Section 4.4.3.3

Simulator reactor core performance testing shall be 
conducted each reference unit fuel cycle. Testing shall be 
performed in accordance with the reference unit 
procedures and shall be compared and demonstrated to 
replicate the response of the reference unit.



Reactor Core Performance Testing
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.4.3.3
It shall be demonstrated that the simulator response 
during conduct of simulator reactor core performance 
testing meets the reference unit procedures’ acceptance 
criteria.



Reactor Core Performance Testing
Test Documentation
Section 4.4.3.3
A record of the conduct of 
this test and its evaluation 
shall be maintained.

NOTE:
Appendix A provides 
examples of acceptable 
simulator performance test 
documentation.



Reactor Core Performance Testing
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

Each reference unit fuel cycle.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

No change; same frequency!



Reactor Core Performance Testing
Operating Experience



Post-event Simulator Testing
Functional Requirement
Section 3.4.3.4

Certain reference unit events provide the opportunity to 
acquire relevant reference unit performance data. For such 
data, post-event simulator testing should be conducted to 
confirm that the simulator is capable of reproducing the 
response of relevant reference unit parameters within the 
scope of simulation.



Post-event Simulator Testing
Testing Requirement
Section 4.4.3.4

Post-event simulator testing should be conducted when a 
reference unit event generates relevant data for evaluating 
simulator performance. Such testing shall:
1) consider the sequence of events, consider operator 

actions, and be performed in accordance with reference 
unit procedures;



Post-event Simulator Testing
Test Acceptance Criteria
Section 4.4.3.4
Such testing shall:
2) demonstrate that post-event simulator testing is conducted and relevant data compared to 

ensure that the simulator is capable of reproducing the response of relevant reference unit 
parameters within the scope of simulation.

BONUS A/C:

NOTE - Alarms and automatic actions verified shall be limited to those determined to be directly related 
to the malfunction tested.

• The simulator shall not fail to cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would have 
caused an alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances (Section 4.1.4(3)).

NOTE - The following criteria shall be limited to certain select annunciators and automatic actions in 
specific test procedures, as specified by a subject matter expert.

• The simulator shall not cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would not cause an 
alarm or automatic action under identical circumstances (Section 4.1.4(3)).

• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature (Section 3.1).

• simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Post-event Simulator Testing
Test Documentation
Appendix A

It shall be demonstrated…



Post-event Simulator Testing
Frequency of Test

ANS-3.5-2009 Standard

Post-event simulator testing should be conducted when a reference 
unit event generates relevant data for evaluating simulator 
performance.

ANS-3.5-2018 Standard

No change; same frequency!



Post-event Simulator Testing
Operating Experience
OE17928 - Deficient Simulator Response to Plant Post Trip 
Conditions - Calvert Cliffs
During validation of the 01/23/04 Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 reactor trip, the plant 
simulator revealed substantial differences between actual and predicted reactor 
coolant system pressure and temperature during the initial depressurization 
and subsequent repressurization.  Discrepancies between the simulator 
response and the plant lead to the identification of three simulator model 
coefficient deficiencies: 

• Over-prediction of steam condensation on the pressurizer wall. 
• Under-prediction of pressure at the time of isolation of the Atmospheric Dump 

Valve. 
• Over-prediction of the temperature of the pressurizer liquid. 

The reason for sharing this information is to inform other stations that potential 
simulator model deficiencies may exist. Stations should evaluate these 
deficiencies to determine if their simulator training or procedure validation 
processes are impacted.



Post-event Simulator Testing
Operating Experience
Inspection Report 05000341/2016001; 
01/01/2016–03/31/2016; Fermi

A “green” finding of very low safety significance with 
an associated NCV of 10 CFR 55.46(c), “Plant-
Referenced Simulators,” was self-revealed. 
Specifically, the simulator provided unrealistic or 
negative training to licensed operators due to 
inaccurate modeling of the RPV level response 
during manual control of reactor pressure using 
safety relief valves as compared to the actual plant 
response. 



Incorporation of Simulator Changes 
(Section 5.3)
Changes to the simulator fall into two principal categories:

1) changes based on modifications to the reference unit;
(Modification-based Simulator Changes (Section 5.3.1))

2) changes based on items such as revised unit 
performance data, student feedback, LERs, and 
simulator performance testing.
(Performance-based Simulator Changes (Section 5.3.2))

Changes in either category may precede actual changes to 
the reference unit based upon training needs assessment, 
e.g., control board modifications, new core fuel load.



Modification-based Simulator Changes
Requirement (Section 5.3.1)
The configuration of the simulator shall be upgraded to match the reference unit on 
the occasions specified in Secs. 5.3.1.1 (initial upgrade) and 5.3.1.2 (subsequent 
upgrade).

Section 5.3.1.2 - Following the initial upgrade, reference unit modifications 
determined to be relevant to the operator training program shall be implemented on 
the simulator within 24 months of the reference unit’s modification in-service date or 
earlier, if warranted by a training needs assessment.

Simulator Validation Testing Sections 3.4.2/4.4.2 

It shall be demonstrated that simulator validation testing is 
performed by comparison of simulator model results to actual or predicted reference 
unit data as defined by Sec. 3, “General Requirements.” Sec. 4, “Testing 
Requirements,” provides the criteria to ensure these requirements are met.

Validation tests shall be conducted prior to the simulator's use in training and 
examination whenever models are changed or modified in a way that potentially 
affects fidelity relative to the reference unit.



Modification-based Simulator Changes
Test Acceptance Criteria
Acceptance Criteria is not specifically identified for modification-based simulator changes; however….

NOTE - Although not required per ANS-3.5, Malfunction Test acceptance criteria may be applied to modification-based tests.

NOTE - Acceptance criteria shall address Steady-state, Transient, Malfunction, and Normal Evolution acceptance criteria as they 
apply to the specific modification-based test.

Section 4.1.4

1) The simulator allows the use of applicable reference unit procedures;
2) Any observable change in simulated parameters corresponds in direction to the change expected from actual or best 

estimate response of the reference unit to the malfunction;

NOTE - Alarms and automatic actions verified shall be limited to those determined to be directly related to the malfunction tested.

3) The simulator shall not fail to cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would have caused an alarm or 
automatic action under identical circumstances;

NOTE - The following criteria shall be limited to certain select annunciators and automatic actions in specific test procedures, as 
specified by a subject matter expert.

4) The simulator shall not cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would not cause an alarm or automatic 
action under identical circumstances.

BONUS A/C:
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature (Section 3.1).
• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Modification-based Simulator Changes
Test Documentation
Simulator Configuration Management (Section 5)
Configuration management shall be established to provide a means for 
verifying simulator performance and demonstrating compliance to the 
requirements of Sec. 3, “General Requirements.” Configuration 
management shall include the following:

1) a means for establishing and maintaining a simulator design 
baseline;

2) a tracking system that identifies and documents differences 
between the simulator and its reference unit and any resolution 
thereof;

3) documentation to support simulator testing and maintenance.7)

7) Appendix A provides examples of acceptable simulator performance test 
documentation.



Modification-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant - NRC Integrated Inspection Report 
05000259/2015001;05000260/2015001;05000296/2015001
There is a vulnerability associated with the absence of communication from the work planning process 
to the simulator staff.

A self-revealing NCV of 10 CFR 55.46(c)(1), “Simulation Facilities,” was identified at Browns Ferry; the 
licensee failed to demonstrate simulator fidelity associated with an emergency diesel generator control 
switch.

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it adversely affected the mitigating systems 
cornerstone objective of Human Performance.  Specifically, the simulator fidelity issue contributed to a 
Human Error (Pre-Event) resulting in the emergency diesel generator being inoperable for 8 days and 
9 hours. The D EDG provides emergency 4.16kV power to both Unit 1 and Unit 2.

The D EDG can be operated from the control room using a control switch that provides either a startup 
signal or a shutdown signal to the EDG. The shutdown signal is actuated by pulling up on the control 
switch. In September 2004, the licensee replaced the D EDG control switch with a similar switch that 
did not have a spring return for the switch once it was pulled up. The replacement was done under the 
work control process and did not include any considerations for updating the Unit 2 simulator with the 
same type of switch.

Leaving the combined Unit 1 and 2 control room D EDG control switch in the pulled up position (“pull 
to stop”), prevented the D EDG from automatically starting on a loss of offsite power or accident signal. 
The D EDG control switch required an additional operator action to push the switch in to maintain 
operability.



Modification-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Self-Identified Issue with 
Simulator Fidelity #312218 -
Cooper
Three configuration change documents were 
identified by an Operations Training 
assessment team in which a modification or 
setpoint changes were not implemented by 
the simulator group. 

The apparent cause is the previous setpoint 
change process over relied on informal 
distribution of completed Setpoint Change 
Requests to the Simulator Group.

Design changes and setpoint changes need 
to update Simulator in a prompt fashion to 
prevent Operator errors.



Modification-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Simulator Residual Heat Removal 4KV Breaker 
Anti-Pumping Model Was Found to be Inconsistent 
with Plant Design (OE36468) - Susquehanna
The simulator 4 KV anti-pumping breaker model was found to be 
inconsistent with plant design due to a latent error. The impact of this 
issue is that negative training was introduced that could affect operator 
actions since the simulator did not accurately model the performance of 
RHR breakers and other system breakers during plant transients. 

Simulation developers and testing personnel need to ensure that 
models are developed and benchmarked against reference data where 
possible. Comprehensive testing including initial supplier customer 
factory, pre-operational, and operational testing are essential steps to 
minimize the risk of presenting negative operator training. 



Modification-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Operating Crews Training and Evaluations 
Impacted by Simulator Malfunctions (OE32967) -
Columbia
Simulator performance issues occurred which had an adverse 
impact on the conduct of simulator crew training and evaluations. 
The cause was aborts in the THOR balance of plant model. The 
cause was an inadequate method for measuring and monitoring 
the health and performance of the simulator and the impact on 
training and evaluations. The performance indicator used to alert 
management to immediate issues or developing trends was 
incapable of performing that function. 

Performance indicators must be constructed to allow the 
individual elements of which the indicator is comprised to alert 
Management to immediate or developing issues. 



Performance-based Simulator Changes
Requirement (Section 5.3.2)
Simulator changes that are based upon items such as revised 
reference unit performance data, student feedback, simulator 
performance tests, a reference unit core reload, and LERs, and that are 
determined to be relevant to the operator training program as a result of 
a training needs assessment, shall be implemented.

Simulator Validation Testing Sections 3.4.2/4.4.2 

It shall be demonstrated that simulator validation testing is 
performed by comparison of simulator model results to actual or 
predicted reference unit data as defined by Sec. 3, “General 
Requirements.” Sec. 4, “Testing Requirements,” provides the criteria to 
ensure these requirements are met.

Validation tests shall be conducted prior to the simulator's use in 
training and examination whenever models are changed or modified in 
a way that potentially affects fidelity relative to the reference unit.



Performance-based Simulator Changes
Test Acceptance Criteria
Acceptance Criteria is not specifically identified for performance-based simulator changes; however….

NOTE - Although not required per ANS-3.5, Malfunction Test acceptance criteria may be applied to performance-based tests.

NOTE - Acceptance criteria shall address Steady-state, Transient, Malfunction, and Normal Evolution acceptance criteria as they 
apply to the specific performance-based test.

Section 4.1.4

1) The simulator allows the use of applicable reference unit procedures;
2) Any observable change in simulated parameters corresponds in direction to the change expected from actual or best 

estimate response of the reference unit to the malfunction;

NOTE - Alarms and automatic actions verified shall be limited to those determined to be directly related to the malfunction tested.

3) The simulator shall not fail to cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would have caused an alarm or 
automatic action under identical circumstances;

NOTE - The following criteria shall be limited to certain select annunciators and automatic actions in specific test procedures, as 
specified by a subject matter expert.

4) The simulator shall not cause an alarm or automatic action if the reference unit would not cause an alarm or automatic 
action under identical circumstances.

BONUS A/C:
• Recorded and observed parameters did not violate the physical laws of nature (Section 3.1).
• Simulator completed execution within the designed time interval (Section 4.1.1).



Performance-based Simulator Changes
Test Documentation
Simulator Configuration Management (Section 5)
Configuration management shall be established to provide a means for 
verifying simulator performance and demonstrating compliance to the 
requirements of Sec. 3, “General Requirements.” Configuration 
management shall include the following:

1) a means for establishing and maintaining a simulator design 
baseline;

2) a tracking system that identifies and documents differences 
between the simulator and its reference unit and any resolution 
thereof;

3) documentation to support simulator testing and maintenance.7)

7) Appendix A provides examples of acceptable simulator performance test 
documentation.



Performance-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Inadequate Simulator Fidelity For Standby Diesel 
Generator Loading (OE35041) - River Bend
During a NRC Component Design Basis Inspection, a simulator 
scenario was ran on two operating crews that introduced a loss-of 
offsite-power coincident with a loss-of-coolant accident and a loss of 
the division II emergency electrical bus. At the one-hour point in the 
event, the simulator diesel generator load was 450 kilowatts less than 
the expected full load. 

The plant referenced simulator used for operator training and 
examinations must demonstrate expected plant response to operator 
input and to normal, transient, and accident conditions to which the 
simulator has been designed to respond. Both the operator training 
program and the simulator operability testing program should ensure all 
design basis accidents are accurately modeled and adequately trained.



Performance-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Simulator Response to Loss of Primary Containment Cooling Adversely Impacted 
Operator Performance During a Simulator Exam (OE35126) - Susquehanna

A change in simulator modeling to correct primary containment temperature distribution for normal 
plant conditions caused primary containment temperature to rise too quickly following a loss of primary 
containment cooling. The primary containment temperature response following a loss of primary 
containment cooling adversely impacted operator performance in the simulator during an examination 
scenario. The software error was not detected during simulator discrepancy report acceptance testing 
or scenario validation. 

It was determined that several barriers failed resulting in an undetected error in primary containment 
response to loss of primary containment cooling: 

• Error in analyzing simulator discrepancy report resulted in incorrect methodology for revising 
primary containment heat model. 

• DR testing was limited to verifying that the discrepancy described in the DR had been corrected 
resulting in undetected software regression errors. 

• Limited scope scenario validations do not identify latent errors in simulator software that impacted 
simulator fidelity. 

• Limited procedural guidance existed for conducting scenario validations. There was no requirement 
or expectation to perform alternate path scenario validations.



Performance-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Nuclear Regulatory Commission White Finding for 
Maintaining the Training Simulator IR 05000458 -
River Bend
In some cases simulator testing activities were not effective in 
identifying and correcting differences in the operating characteristics of 
reference plant components and systems. During a NRC Special 
Inspection, the inspectors identified a White Violation for failure to 
maintain the simulator. In some cases, this could lead to negative 
operator training. 

Specifically, the River Bend Station’s simulator failed to accurately 
model feedwater flow and reactor vessel level response following a 
scram, failed to provide the correct alarm response for loss of a reactor 
protection system motor generator set, and failed to correctly model the
operation of the startup feedwater regulating valve.



Performance-based Simulator Changes
Operating Experience
Salem and Hope Creek Generating 
Stations – Potential Inadequacy of 
Simulator Testing
Inspection Report No. 05000272 
/2004007;05000311/2004007;0500035
4/2004007

This OE involved the failure of the Hope 
Creek simulator to correctly replicate the 
plant’s response to a Primary Containment 
Isolation Signal isolation of the Primary 
Containment Instrument Gas system that 
results in MSIVs drifting closed.



NRC Inspection Procedure 71111.11 
Revision 010119

This inspection evaluates control room simulator performance and the facility 
licensee’s testing and maintenance of the control room simulator.

The inspection activity consists of the following elements:

a. Observe simulator modeling and performance during an in-progress annual 
operating test, and note any simulator modeling or performance deficiencies.

b. Review a listing of open simulator deficiencies as maintained by the facility 
licensee in their simulator corrective action program. Sample the facility 
licensee’s proposed corrective actions for any open simulator deficiencies.

c. Review a listing of simulator deficiencies closed by the facility licensee since the 
last biennial inspection.  Sample the corrective actions taken by the facility 
licensee in closing simulator deficiencies.

d. Review a sample of records associated with any simulator testing performed by 
the facility licensee since the last biennial inspection.

e. Review a sample of records associated with any simulator modifications made by 
the facility licensee since the last biennial inspection.



NRC Inspection Procedure 71111.11 
Revision 010119
In performing the inspection activity, the inspector should answer 
the following three questions:

1. Is simulator modeling and performance satisfactory?
2. Does the facility licensee effectively correct identified 

simulator deficiencies?
3. Does the facility licensee properly perform required simulator 

testing? In answering this question, check for the correct 
simulator testing periodicity, proper evaluations of the 
simulator against the reference plant or best-estimate data, 
and correct documentation and retention of simulator test 
records.

Appendix G facilitates a checklist for answering these questions.



NRC Inspection Procedure 71111.11 
Revision 010119



NRC Inspection Procedure 71111.11 
Revision 010119



NRC Inspection Procedure 71111.11 
Revision 010119



Exceptions to ANS-3.5 Standard



Looking Forward - ANS-3.5-2018
What’s Different in the 2018 Standard?
• Addresses comments from the original 2009 Standard review effort

• Addresses next generation simulators

• Deleted/modified definitions; introduced “discrepancy” in lieu of 
noticeable difference, deviation and deficiency

• Deleted Malfunction List in Section 3.1.4; a footnote references the "control 
manipulations/plant evolutions" list in the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 
10CFR55.59 "Requalification" § (c)(3)(i) where the malfunction list was originally 
derived.

• Changed Section 3.4/4.4 to from “Simulator Testing” to “Performance Testing”

• Moved verification/validation testing to Section 5, Configuration Management

• Moved Assessment of Deviations to Section 5



Looking Forward - ANS-3.5-2018
What’s Different in the 2018 Standard?

• Defined Testing Periodicities
• Limits of Simulation
• Steady-state & Normal Evolutions
• Malfunctions
• Physical Fidelity & Human Factors
• Instructor Station
• Real Time & Repeatability

• Defined testing configurations for various performance tests (fully integrated vs. 
non-integrated)

• No changes to scenario-based testing!!!



Looking Forward - ANS-3.5-2018
What’s Different in the 2018 Standard?
• Section 5:

• initial design vs. change control
• performance benchmark (steady-state & transient testing)
• noticeable differences
• resolution of discrepancies
• verification/validation testing

• Appendix B deleted; transient list deleted, steady-state parameters 
moved to Section 4

• Clarified that previously selected transients may be used (for legacy 
plants)

• Re-lettered Appendices C & D

• Readability/clarity



ANS-3.5 Inquiry
New Inquiries
Q: How can I make an inquiry about requirements, 
recommendations, and/or permissive statements pertaining 
to ANS-3.5?

A: Locate the “Standards Inquiry Submittal Form” at 
http://www.ans.org/standards/docs/inquiry-submittal-
form.pdf

http://www.ans.org/standards/docs/inquiry-submittal-form.pdf


ANS-3.5 Inquiries
Previous Inquiries
Q: Where can I locate previous inquiries about 
requirements, recommendations, and/or permissive 
statements pertaining to ANS-3.5?

A: Locate “Responses to Inquiries” for ANS-3.5 at 
http://www.ans.org/standards/inquiryresponses/

http://www.ans.org/standards/inquiryresponses/


Feedback / Wrap Up / Questions
Parking Lot


